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S BA D e f a u l t : Deferment vs Modification Contact Us

Modification: If a deferment is a "band-aid", then a modification can beDeferment: -SBconsidered to be "surgery". The goal of a modification is to permanently changeA loan deferment is typically
your loan terms in order to permanently reduce your monthly payment.more short term in nature than a In Bankruptcy * First Name *

modification. Generally lasting for
There are a few basic elements of a loan that could possible be changed: I 'Y @ No

up to 12-months, a deferment
can be viewed as a short term In Foreclosure * Last Name *

1) The Rate - While not impossible, a rate change is unlikely. The main reason"band-aid" that allows a borrower
is that many SBA loans are sold to investors. Since the investor agreed to buy Q~ YesQ No

to abstain from making full
the loan at a certain rate, an investor will rarely agree to a rate reduction.contractual payments. Some Hardship Address
Additionally, if a lender were to use risk-based pricing, lowering the rate on alenders will allow full payment Selectdefaulted loan would be out of the question.deferment (i.e. $0 payment), an

interest only deferment, or some Payments Behind Postal Code
2) The Term - Out of these 3, a lender is most likely to look at extending theother reduced amount. After the Select One
term of your loan, thereby reducing the payment. For example, if you have a 10deferment period expires, you will
year loan, they might look at extending it to 15 or 20 years.be expected to resume regular State * Phone Number *

contractual payments. The Select One...
deferment is a "first line of
defense" when it comes to SBA 3) The Princi al Balance - Writing off principal is not an option if you want to Credit Card Debt * Alt Phone Number *

Loan Workouts, so unless your keep your business open. The SBA does have a settlement process, but in Select
lender thinks that your problems order to qualify, a business must cease operations and all business assets must
are long term in nature, that' s be liquidated. Mortgage Balance * Comments

often the first form of relief you' ll [Select One...]
be offered.

Email *
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Privacy Policy

Disclosure

BEFORE SUBMITTING ANY INFORMATION ON THIS FORM, PLEASE REVIEW OUR PRIVACY POLICY. OUR PRIVACY POLICY TELLS YOU HOW WE WILL USE THE INFORMATION THAT YOU PROVIDE AND HOW YOU CAN PREVENT Us FROM
SHARING THAT INFORMATION WITH OTHER.

IMPORTANT-PLEASE READ: By providing your contact information on this website, you are expressly granting permission to be contacted regarding loan modification services even though you may have previously chosen to have your telephone number added to
any Do-Not-Call List including lists maintained by any local, state, or federal government agency. This is not a government site or program. There is information on this site to help you find out more about the government programs that exist.

THIS IS AN ADVERTISEMENT OFFERING, FOR PROFIT: LOAN MODIFICATION, MORTGAGE REFINANCE/ORIGINATION AND/OR FORECLOSURE RESCUE SERVICES. THE ADVERTISER OR COMPANIES OFFERING THESE SERVICES IS NOT
ASSOCIATED WITH ANY LOCAL, STATE OR FEDERAL GOVERNMENT AGENCIES. ADDITIONALLY, THE COMPANIES PROVIDING ANY OF THE SERVICES MENTIONED ABOVE IS NOT ASSOCIATED WITH AND DOES NOT HAVE ANY INSIDE
RELATIONSHIP WITH ANY PARTICULAR LENDER AND/OR MORTGAGE SERVICER. THE COMPANIES PROVIDING THESE SERVICES MENTIONED ABOVE AS DESCRIBED IN THIS ADVERTISEMENT ARE FOR-PROFIT ENTITIES.

*We Are Not associated with the federal government or the American Reinvestment and Renewal Act. We are not a government agency*

If you are facing foreclosure or fear foreclosure then a loan modification could be a good alternative for. There are lots of resources offered to you to educate your self on all of the programs both public and private that are out there to you. Many of the a lot more
preferred government programs contain the HFA Loan Modification Program, HUD assisted loan modification, along with the greatest 1 is the HAMP loan modification program. Far more data may be discovered on every of these by searching on the internet. Its
critical to note that all of the programs are free and you can call you bank directly to see if they may be a viable possibilities for you.

On the other hand, if you are trying to find a 3rd party, meaning a person not associated with your bank to explain these programs to you, then our web page will offer your details to third party firms that will explain every in detail. They really should have all of the
fastest info and guidelines on the HAMP program and HUD programs. Again, its critical to note that your bank such as Citi Bank or Bank of America, or for that matter any of the hundreds of lender or servicer will not charge you for a loan modification. Our objective
is to refer your information and facts to for profit firms that specialize in assisting homeowners with a loan modification. If foreclosure is a possibility for you then it really is imperative you take action as soon as achievable. No matter which course you determine to
take, HUD, HAMP, 3rd party for profit, own your own, attorney, etc... The very first factor it is best to do would be to call your Bank or mortgage lender and let them know you want to resolve the issues. It really is really significant to face these complications head on
and to open a line of communication together with your bank.

Facing foreclosure could be overwhelming and scary, but by taking the best actions you may be able to maintain your household and save your credit. A loan modification is really a process where the original terms of a mortgage is modified, giving the homeowner
new payment terms that they can handle. It' ll ordinarily involve a lower interest rate, extension of the term, adding missed payments to the end of the loan, reduction in principle, or a mixture of these..
A number of the lenders that participate inside the HAMP program or other modification programs are: Chase Mortgage, Bank of America Mortgage, EMC, LBPS, Litton Loan, Wachovia, Wells Fargo, GMAC Mortgage, ALLY and a lot of other major and minor lenders
and servicer's are helping homeowners with a Loan Modification.

There have been many programs to help with this, there are programs such as the HAMP program and most all major banks participate in this program. Bank of America, Wells Fargo, Wachovia, Citi Mortgage and many of the small services such as Litton Loan,
EMC, HSBC and many others are assisting homeowners. If you are experiencing a hardship that should warrant a lender such as Wachovia, Wells Fargo, Chase, Chase Home Loans, JP Morgan Chase, Bank of America, Country Wide, Litton Loan servicing, EMC,
Ocwen Loan Servicing, Onewest Bank, Indy Mac, GMAC Mortgage and Citi Bank to extend a loan Modification to you using this site will not guarantee their cooperation.

We also recommend before you give up and walk away from your home you talk to a professional about a Short Sale and a Deed in Lieu as well as call any non profit organization including but not limited to HUD Counsler, NACA, Neighborhood Assistance
Corporation of America or Hope Now. Although we are not associated with them we recommend seeking advice from them when your lender fails to offer you assistance.

Respecffully,

Consumer Protection Assistance Coalition
Non Profit Mortgage Banking B Loss Mitigation Consultants

- ASSOCIATED LINKS 

This is a national disaster. If you do not choose our help, then by ail means do not give up your rights, get help somewhere.
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